Introduction to MOBA

DOTA 2
(The greatest MOBA ever)
[League and HON can suck it]
What is a MOBA

• MOBA stands for **Multiplayer Online Battle Arena**

• Why Should You Care? No! Why Shouldn’t You Care!!?

• One of the biggest Esport in the World!

• And the biggest single Event in Esports is coming up!
TI 5!!!
The Internationals!
Its in Seattle!
(Key Arena)
History of DOTA 2
Creator: Lord IceFrog and Gaben
So what is Dota

• Game and Setup: Dire And the Radiant
• Objective
• Heroes Leveling up and Gold, Abilities
• Creeps
• Items
• Designations: Mid Bottom Top
• Player Designations Positions: Carry, Support Core
• Neutrals
• Stages of the Game
• Strategy: 5 Man Push, Rat, Gank and Push
• Acronyms: GG, CS, ROSHAN, ULT,